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Professional profile:
Experienced Front End Developer seeking new challenges
I am a versatile and committed web developer who have a couple of years of
experience in implementing graphic layouts in content management systems primarily Umbraco CMS. Add to that, 2 years of experience developing Single Page
Applications using AngularJS and TypeScript with C # and MSSQL as backend
technologies.
I am used to taking part in and contributing to smaller teams, all the while I am able to
take responsibility for my own tasks solving them on my own hand.
My overall goal is to become a great full stack developer focusing on using
JavaScript and C# / .Net.
Being curious by nature, eager to learn and able to easily learn new material, I find it
exciting to enter new projects where I can further gain knowledge and experience
with new technologies.

Experience:
August-2019 January-2020

Fullstack Developer
Active Window
Active Window is a small company that focuses on providing
interactive touchscreen solutions primarily to the tourist sector.
I am solely responsible for further developing the Active Window
platform using hybrid app, frontend, backend and related technologies.

August-2017 June-2019

Frontend Developer

UVdata A/S

UVdata has approx. 80 employees and was recently bought by KMD
(approx. 3000 employees). UVdata mainly engage in developing
administrative IT systems.
For practical reasons, I worked with and amongst KMD colleagues.
In my position at UVdata I developed new features in a complex SPA.
The app is mainly aimed at caseworkers in Danish municipalities,
childminders and parents with children in daycare.
August-2016 December 2016

Frontend Developer
Pragmasoft A/S
Pragmasoft had approx. 20 employees and engages in developing
custom made IT solutions of different sizes.
At Pragmasoft I mainly solved minor/medium sized tasks using various
front end-, back end- and database-technologies.

July-2013 July-2016
June-2012 June-2013

Retraining

Frontend Developer
Økologisk Landsforening
ØLF is an NGO with approx. 60 employees. ØLF engages in
advocating for the use of more ecology in Denmark.
At ØLF I developed sub and campaign sites in Umbraco CMS. I also
provided technical support for internal and external users of ØLF´s
web site.

August-2010 April-2011

Frontend Developer
CrossMind Reklamebureau
Crossmind is an advertising agency with approx. 10 employees.
At Crossmind I developed web sites using Umbraco CMS. I was also
responsible for handing over web sites and instructing customers in
the use of their new sites.

July-2010

Various unskilled and learned positions.
Different unskilled positions mainly in construction and metal industry.

Education:
Bachelor in Web Development
Multimedia Design

2016 Erhvervsakademi, Viby J., DK
2006 Erhvervsakademi, Viby J., DK

Higher Preparatory Examination
1992 Gedved Statssem., Gedved, DK
Wood and metal working - intro course 1990 Hantverk Centrum, Mellerud, SWE.
Public School 10th Grade, extended level1988 Rask Mølle Skole, Rask Mølle, DK

IT:
Good proficiency in using “the basics”: HTML5, CSS3, JavaScript, jQuery.
Good proficiency in using: ASP.NET MVC og C#
Good proficiency in using: AngularJS og TypeScript
Good proficiency in using: SCSS
Good knowledge of and comfortable in using GIT - also from the command line
Expert proficiency in Adobe Flash
Good knowledge of and comfortable in using Adobe PhotoShop
Good knowledge of and comfortable in using Adobe Illustrator
More over; I also have experience in using Microsoft's and Google's office suites.

Languages:
Danish
English
Swedish
German
Norwegian

Native proficiency
Full professional proficiency
Limited working proficiency
Intermediate
Intermediate

Personal description:
I am 47 years old, single and I have no children.
I use my leisure time on various activities such as improving my coding skills and my
apartment, outdoors life and bushcrafting.
I have been an avid motorcyclist often attending rallies and I have also gone on
vacation on motorcycle several times. I would like to start riding an off road
motorcycle again.
When the time comes to wind down I often do so with a good book, by watching
some YouTube and Netflix or by playing some League of Legends.

